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MEMORANDUM
To: NJIT Faculty and Staff
From: Ian Gatley
Date: Wednesday, March 14, 2012
RE: Provost's Workshop: Understanding Learning Outcomes

Please join us next Wednesday, March 21, in GITC 3710 from 4:00-5:50pm for the first in a series of workshops on the critical topic of Student Learning Assessment:

Assessment Series – Understanding Learning Outcomes

With the UCRC requiring all the new courses to develop an assessment plan, this workshop will be the first in a series to help faculty understand the assessment and evaluation process. Not only is this process important for accreditation, but it will also provide a better understanding on how students are learning the subject. This first workshop will deal with how to define and write measurable Learning Outcomes; i.e., specification of the skills and knowledge students have acquired. Each attendee will be able to develop outcomes for their own courses.

Facilitated by

levelle Burr-Alexander, Howard Kimmel, Ron Rockland